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Chapterr 6 

Particlee distributions during 
electroweakk tachyonic 
preheating g 

Abstract t 

Wee study out-of-equilibrium quasi-particle distributions of the Higgs and W fields 
duringg the zero-temperature tachyonic electroweak transition that has been assumed 
inn recent scenarios of baryogenesis. Approximating the process by a fast quench, 
wee perform classical real-time lattice simulations in the SU(2)-Higgs model. The 
emergingg quasi-particle numbers and energies are then used to determine the effect-
ivee temperatures, chemical potentials and masses of the particles shortly after the 
transition.. This chapter has been published as [147]. 

6.11 Introduction 

Ann electroweak transition, in which the particles of the Standard Model acquired 
theirr masses, is assumed to have taken place in the early universe. According to the 
standardd lore, it was a finite-temperature transition. However, in recent scenarios 
off  electroweak baryogenesis [3, 4], this transition is assumed to have taken place at 
essentiallyy zero temperature shortly after low-scale inflation [27] by the effective mass-
squaredd parameter of the Higgs field going negative ('tachyonic1) [26. 126. 43. 81]. 
Thee resulting spinodal instability has been shown to provide an effective mechanism 
off  preheating [136, 40, 41, 135, 153]. 

Thesee are topics of non-equilibrium field theory. Quantum fields that are way out 
off  equilibrium need to be treated non-perturbatively. which is well-known to be a 
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Chapterr 6. Particle distributions during ETP 

difficul tt task. When applicable, classical approximations can be very useful, since 
theyy can be treated by numerical simulation. The tachyonic electroweak transit ion is 
ann excellent example, since the classical approximation is well justified [126. 43]. 

Whereass results so obtained are within the language of classical fields, it is desir-
ablee to connect with the terminology of kinetic theory, when appropriate. Particle-
distr ibut ionn functions have intuitive appeal: they may be describable by t ime-depend-
entt effective temperatures and chemical potentials. In this chapter we address the 
problemm of extract ing particle-distrihution functions from field-correlation functions 
obtainedd in classical approximations. 

Ass is well known, the identification of quasi-particle distributions in field theory is not 
unique.. We use a method that was introduced in [49] for fermions and [50] for bosons. 
Thiss method has also been found useful in other out-of-equilibrium studies [154. 155. 
132.. 156. 157. 158. 159]. and in QCD studies using the classical approximation applied 
too the initial stage of heavy-ion collisions [160. 161. 162]. 

A nn important topic in electroweak haryogenesis is the time needed for the system 
too reach approximate thermalization after the transition, and the value of the cor-
respondingg effective temperature. The thermalization should be fast enough and the 
temperaturee low enough to prevent a possible washout of the generated baryon asym-
metryy by sphaleron transt ions. One of the results in this chapter is an estimate of 
thiss effectivc-thermalization t ime and temperature. However, we shall also find that 
aa temperature is not sufficient to characterize the particle distr ibution and that a 
substant iall  chemical potential is needed as wTell. A preliminary application to the 
presentt case is in [163]. 

Inn section 2 we introduce the equations of motion and recall the initial conditions 
forr the tachyonic electroweak quenching transit ion [126]. Section 3 deals with the 
definitionn of distr ibution functions for the Higgs and W particles, with more details 
inn the Appendix. In section 4 we present results of numerical simulations: particle 
numberss and effective energies and the determination of effective temperatures and 
chemicall  potentials. A discussion of the results is in section 5. 

6.22 Tachyonic electroweak transition 

Inn a tachyonic electroweak transition the effective mass-squared parameter of the 
Higgss field in the effective potential is assumed to change sign from positive to neg-
ative.. In hybrid inflation models [26. 81]. this is caused by the coupling of the Higgs 
fieldfield to the inflaton field. In a first exploration we assume the transit ion to be dom-
inatedd by the dynamics of the SU(2) gauge-Higgs sector of the Standard Model, and 
modell  the transit ion by a quench. At the electroweak energy scale the expansion rate 
off  the universe (0(1O~5) eV) is negligible compared to the dynamical t ime scales of 
thee fields and the process can be studied in Minkowski space-time. 
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6.2.. Tachyonic electroweak transition 

6.2.11 Equations of motion 

Thee SU(2)-Higgs model is given by the action 

==  - fd4x J^TTF^F  ̂ + (D^D  ̂ ~ fi2d>U + X(éUy (6.1) ) 

withh F^v = d^Av - dvA  ̂ - i\A^A^\, D  ̂ = {d  ̂ - iA^)(j>. Furthermore, A  ̂ = 
AAaarr aa/2./2. the ra, a — 1,2,3 are the Pauli matrices and <f>  is the Higgs doublet (our 
metricc is diag( —1,1,1,1)). The zero-temperature Higgs and W masses are given by 
mm22

HH = 2\v2 = 2/i2, m2  ̂ = g2v2/4, with v — fi/vX the vacuum expectation value of 
thee Higgs field. The equations of motion are (ra. n = 1, 2, 3): 

c>200 = DnDn4> + ^4>-2\{(j)^)  ̂ (6.2) 

ÖoKÖoK = ö K n + y W j V ^ - ^ r 0 ^ ] , (6.3) 

withh E% = F%0, D%b the covariant derivative in the adjoint representation and we have 
chosenn the temporal gauge, AQ = 0. The equations of motion for AQ constitute the 
threee Gauss-constraint equations, which are to be satisfied by the initial conditions. 
Theyy are conserved by the equations of motion, and read 

K'KK'K = i^(^V0 - tfr'dot). (6.4) 

Forr the numerical simulations the action is discretized on a space-time lattice, which 
leadss to discretized equations of motion, see e.g. [72]. More details are given in [142]. 

6.2.22 Initia l conditions 

Beforee the electroweak transition the system is assumed to be in the symmetric phase 
({4>)({4>)  — 0) corresponding to an effective action in which the term —fi2<ft4) in (6.1) is 
replacedd by /i2ff<^< ,̂ with positive /i^ ff . The transition is then caused by £*gff going 
throughh zero and ending up at today's value — /i2. We model this process by a quench, 
inn which fi2s has magnitude ^2 and flips its sign instantaneously: ^i2ff = fi2 —*  — ji2. 
Thiss approximation gives maximal out-of-equilibrium conditions, which we use for 
testingg the baryogenesis scenario [126, 142]. The more gradual transition expected 
fromm the coupling to the inflaton field gives qualitatively similar results [43, 81]. 

Thee state just after the quench is unstable (the spinodal instability), and in the limit 
AA — 0, g2 — 0 it is possible to solve exactly the time evolution of the momentum 
modess of the Higgs field 

0(k,t)) = - L [d3xe-lkx0(x.t). (6.5) 
v l 33 J 

Heree L3 is the volume of our system with periodic boundary conditions. 
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Thee low momentum modes (|k| < /i) initially grow roughly exponentially until the 
interactionn terms in the equations of motion become important. Before that happens, 
thee exponential growth leads to large occupation numbers and to effectively sharp 
valuess of both canonical variables 0 and TT = do&. which justifies the subsequent 
usee of the classical approximation [131. 126. 43]. The full nonlinear back-reaction is 
thuss taken into account without further approximation. This classical approximation 
shouldd be reasonable for observables that are dominated by the low momentum modes, 
untill  classical equipartition sets in. which, as we shall see. does not occur on the time 
scalee of our simulation. 

Inn [126] it was shown that a consistent way to initialize the Higgs field (in the initially 
free-fieldd approximation), is to generate classical realizations of an ensemble that re-
producess the quantum vacuum correlators in the symmetric phase before the quench, 
i.e. . 

(0(k)0(k)t)) = J — <7T(k)7T(k)t) = v / / i 2 + k 2 . (6.6) 
2V^ 2+k22 2 

However,, we only initialize the unstable (low momentum k < fi) modes (k = |k|). 
Thiss initial condition scheme is the "Just the half" case of [126]. 

Theree is an issue concerning how to choose these initial realizations such that they 
obeyy the global Gauss law. This technical point is treated in Appendix A of our paper 
[142]]  and. for the case of 1 + 1 dimensions, in [126], Given a realization of the Higgs 
fieldfield with zero total isospin charges, we can solve the local Gauss-law equations (6.4) 
too find the Ef. We set A? = 0 initially. 

Becausee only the modes with k < j.i are initialized, we do not expect problems with 
latticee artifacts until the system equilibrates classically. We will see that this happens 
onn timescales much longer than the ones reached in our simulations (see also [163. 
137]). . 

6.33 Distribution functions 

Underr appropriate circumstances kinetic equations can be derived in field theory, 
inn which particle numbers constitute a reduced set of dynamical variables, see. e.g. 
[164]]  for the case of QCD. Here we are not concerned with this role of distribution 
functions,, since the dynamics is treated numerically, but consider them as observables 
forr studying the preheating process after the quench. 

Forr interacting fields out of equilibrium the definition of local particle numbers is not 
unique.. At finite (and typically short) times it is not possible to 'go on shell', and 
theree may be damping and finite-width effects. However, the system may display 
effectivee particle-like behavior in the two-point correlation functions. 

Inn non-abelian gauge theories there is also the question of gauge invariance when the 
chosenn two-point functions are not gauge invariant, as is usually the case. One may 
renderr them gauge invariant by supplying parallel transporters along suitable paths, 
ass advocated in [164]. This introduces path-dependence. More generally, there may 
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6.3.. Distribution functions 

00 5 10 15 20 25 30 
mHt t 

Figuree 6.1: Higgs field expectation values {(ft^cft) /v2 versus time. Inset: the long time 
behavior. . 

bee field dependence: different fields with the same quantum numbers have different 
correlatorss and the resulting particle numbers may or may not depend on the choice 
beingg made. 

Partt of the ambiguities reside in the identification of effective-particle energies, the 
dispersionn relations. We use a method [49, 50] in which the effective-particle numbers 
andd energies are determined selfconsistently. Ref. [49] also contains a study of the 
effectt of using parallel transporters and makes a comparison with the Wigner-function 
approach.. See also [159] for further details on the fermionic case and the relation with 
conservedd charges. 

6.3.11 Higgs and W particl e numbers and effective energies 

Wee are interested in the Higgs- and W-quasi-particle distributions, which can be 
obtainedd from the (ft- and A-correlation functions in a suitable gauge. The natural 
choicee of gauge for the Higgs fields is the unitary gauge, in which <ft has only one 
non-zeroo real component. For the gauge fields, we will study the particle distribution 
inn both the unitary gauge and in the Coulomb gauge diAi = 0. 

Writingg the Higgs field in the form 

^-t)^-t)  = ^H^l\  + ^f^  (6.7) 
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wheree ^ 0 . o = 1.  .4 are real, the unitary gauge is defined by 

j aa = 0. a = 1.2.3. h = ï\ > 0- (6.8) ) 

Accordingly,, h = \j2o^o. The normalization of the fields is chosen such that, in 
Thee small ampl i tude approximation around a ground state, the fields enter in the 
kineticc part of the (in general effective) action with the canonical normalization. In 
thee present case we have S = j d4x(l/2)dohdoh +  . After extraction of the gauge 
couplingg <f. A"n —> gA"n. the field .4" is also properly normalized. This normalization 
criterionn can also be applied to composite fields, e.g. the rho-meson field in QCD. 
providedd their effective-action approximation is known. 

Forr simplicity, let us first neglect the coarse graining that is implicit to the notion 
off  distr ibution functions, and come back to this later. The particle numbers and 
energiess are defined [49. 50] by analogy with the free-field expectation values of the 
equal-t imee correlators (<p<p). {TITI). (AA). (EE) (see also the Appendix). The Higgs 
particlee numbers and effective energies are defined as 

t)t) = 

y/</?.(k.. t)h(-k. t))c(7Th (k. f>,, ( - k . t )>,. 

'(7r'(7rhh{k.t)7T{k.t)7Thh(-k.t))(-k.t))c c 

(h(k.t)h(-k.t))(h(k.t)h(-k.t))c c 

(6-9) ) 

(6.10) ) 

wheree (  -)f. is the connected two-point function given by {AD)r = (AD) — {A)(B). We 
have11 replaced the 'quantum" particle-number combination ///,.+ 1/2 with the 'classical' 
ill,.,ill,.,  and used spherical symmetry to write these as a function of k = |k|. 

Inn a general gauge, we can decompose the gauge field two-point function in a trans-
versee and a longitudinal par t, as 

{A';(k.t)A'}(-k.t))=6{A';(k.t)A'}(-k.t))=6ab ab 

{E'{E' ll '(kj)E';(-k,t))'(kj)E';(-k,t)) = dah 

hi hi A-2 2 

k ^ ^ 

k,k k,k 

T2" " D^k.t)D^k.t) + ^Di(k.f 

,En,,En, r, , k''k'J.DtJ{ D£{k.f)D£{k.f) + 
k' k' 

k.t) k.t) 

(6.11 1 

(6-12) ) 

Thee Ó„i)  reflect the fact that the initial conditions are isospin symmetric. In the 
Coulombb gauge, the gauge potent ial is purely transverse. D'^{k. i) — 0 (but D£'(AT. t) ^ 
0).. and the n£ and uj  ̂ can be defined analogously to the Higgs case: 

n£(t)n£(t) = JD*(k,t)D*(k.t) UJ?U)UJ?U) = 
D^kJ] D^kJ] 

D$(k.t) D$(k.t) 
(6.13) ) 

Inn the unitary gauge, the free-field correlators are those of a massive Yang-Mills field 
( thee derivation is given in the Appendix): 

kikj\kikj\ 7i/, 

(Ei(k.t)Ej(-k.t)) (Ei(k.t)Ej(-k.t)) SuSu -
h'ikj h'ikj 

JJ A-2 + m2
r 

—— J'U-̂ 'A-

(6.14) ) 

(6.15) ) 
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6.3.. Distribution functions 

Wee decompose this into longitudinal and transverse modes, and arrive at the expres-
sionss we will use to determine longitudinal and transverse occupation numbers and 
modee energies in the unitary gauge. 

Dj!<*)Df(fc) .. ^ = J | g . (6.16) 

ntnt = y/Di(k)Df(k). 4 = ™%Jj$j?j  («-17> 

Thee transverse case is analogous to the Higgs case. In the longitudinal case we 
assumedd the form ajf^2 = rn  ̂ + k2 and replaced m2

v —> m  ̂ in (6.14.6.15). Then 
(6.17)) follows straightforwardly. Note the inverse dependence on DE/DA in u)L. In 
practicee we analyze the data by first replacing m  ̂ —> m\,\: in (6.17). and then correct 
forr it. 

6.3.22 Coarse graining 

Considerr the problem of defining a position-dependent distribution function n(x. k.i) 
forr a system out of spatial equilibrium. A natural approach is to consider a region 
i?(x)) of size B around the position x. e.g. a cube of volume B'K and to focus on this 
region.. This means restricting the Fourier integrals etc. in the formulas in the previous 
sectionn to the region i?(x). The size of the region then determines the precision in 
momentaa and positions of the particles. Similarly, one expects to have to do some 
coarsee graining in time in order to control the fluctuations in the energies of the 
particles.. Such time averages were taken in [5Ü. 155]. but since we try to follow the 
out-of-equilibriumm process in time as closely as possible, we shall not do so here. 

Forr simplicity, consider a scalar held in 1 + 1 dimensions and let the localized region 
R(x)R(x) be the interval (x—B/2.x+B/2). The correlators in momentum space associated 
withh R(x) are then given by (suppressing the common time label) 

rJr+B/2rJr+B/2 -iku+ikz 
C^(x.k)C^(x.k) = / dydz—- (v(yMz))r. 

J.r-B/2J.r-B/2 U 

r.rr.r + B/2 —iky + ikz 
C.Ax.k)C.Ax.k) = / dydz—— (7r(y)7T(z))t.. (6.18) 

J.r-B/2J.r-B/2 -" 

fromm which we obtain the distribution functions in the quantum theory as 

C^(x.k)C^(x.k) = ) + 1/2< cvv(x.k) = (n(x.k) + 1/2) ^(x.k). (6.19) 
JJ\X.JJ\X. h'j 

Inn the classical approximation the T/2' is left out. 
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Chapterr 6. Particle distributions during ETP 

Forr a homogeneous system we can improve statistics by taking a spatial average. 

CW(fr)) = ^JdxC^(x.k)=Yt«iP-k)(<P(p)f(-p)). (6.20) 

4sin2[(p-A-)£/2] ] 
w(p-k)w(p-k) = 

DL{p-k)DL{p-k)2 2 (6.2i; ; 

andd similar for the TTTT correlator (-f(p) is the Fourier transform in the total volume, as 
inn (6.5)). The weight function w(p — k) is sharply peaked about p = k and normalized. 

^VQ,-A' )) = 1. [0.221 1 

Thee particle numbers are obtained after the spatial averaging, 

C.^{k)C.^{k) = "*  + 1 / 2 . CWA-) = ( „ , + 1/2) u*. (6.23] ] 

Thee coarse graining has the effect of smoothing out the correlators in momentum 
space.. This is a welcome feature, since the initial momentum modes of the fields are 
uncorrelated.. no matter how large the volume (their variance is given by (6.6)). 

Inn practise we implement spatial coarse graining by 'binning" our momenta spherically, 
forr example for the Higgs field: 

{/».(k.f)/ ,(-k.f)>- ii  V 'Mp.t)h(-p.t)). 'Mp.t)h(-p.t)). (6.24; ; 

-fc-A<|p|<A-- + A 

wheree A7/,, is the number of independent momenta in the momentum bin labelled by 
A'.. In position space this corresponds to spherical shells of thickness of order IT/A. 

6.3.33 Earl y tim e 

Thee exponential growth of the particle numbers after the quench was studied in [126] 
inn the approximation A = g — 0. For each real mode ^Q. a — 1.  .4. of the Higgs 
field,field, the particle number in the unstable region (k < //) is given by 

1 1 /'" " 
-.1/2 2 

44 4(^/4 - A;4) 
s i nh2 ( 2vV -- k2t) II  ~ Kiy/Jï^t (6.25) ) 

wheree the last form holds for 2 yV 2 - k2 t >̂ 1. The field correlators are given by 

cr^cr^  = sat3 2y/fl2y/fl22+k+k2 2 11 + 9
2 /l , „ Hhlh2(yjfi2-k2t) (6.26) ) 

Usingg the above information we can estimate the particle number at a time tn\ where 
thee neglected nonlinearities may be expected to stop the exponential growth. We 
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6.4.. Results 

0 . 22 0 . 4 

Figuree 6.2: Left: nk for a real Higgs mode versus fc. Right: u)k and ^ / j ^ 2 - k2\ versus 
fc.fc. The units are fi = mH/V2 and the time is t = 3.32321 A*" 1 = 4.7 mj/. 

identifyy tn\ with the time where {(pa<Pa) (unstable modes only) reaches the inflexion 
pointt fi2/3\ of the Higgs potential, i.e. 

(<Pa<Pa)(<Pa<Pa) - 2_, J /2 7 r)3 ^ 3A' ' 
(6.27) ) 

Forr the parameters (A = 1/9) used in our simulation this gives tnl = 3.32321 fi 1. 
Thenn (6.25) gives for the particle number of each real mode at zero momentum 

riorio  (*ni 193. . (6.28) ) 

Thee distribution at that time is plotted in figure 6.2, together with the frequency uk 

[126].. We have not attempted to compute the corresponding quantities for the radial 
modee h = sj^a^a-, but expect them to be similar. 

6.44 Results 

Wee have performed simulations with g = 2/3, A = 1/9. giving m2
Hlm2

w = 2. 
andd volume L 21Jm m H H 

Alll  results shown will be quoted in units of the zero-
temperaturee Higgs mass run-
Wee used a 603 lattice, with lattice spacing a = 0.35 mjj1. The maximum momentum in 
eachh direction is ir/a — 9.0mH, but reasonably accurate continuum behavior is expec-
tedd to be limited to the region \kt\ < l/a = 2.8mH- As is well-known, lattice-artifacts 
aree substantially reduced by using the corrected momentum fc,' = (2/o) sin(afc;/2). In 
thee following we always use fc,- and drop the prime. 
Wee generated 42 independent realizations of the initial conditions (6.6), and sampled 
thee subsequent time evolution for tmH = 1. 2 12. 20. 30. 40. 50. 100. The 
Coulomb-gaugee fixing has been performed using an overrelaxation algorithm [165, 
166],, stopping when L~3 £ x , 0 l<M°(x)|2 < 10"15 in lattice units. This precision has 
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Chapterr 6. Particle distributions during ETP 

00 1 2 3 

k/mH H 

Figuree 6.3: Higgs-particle numbers as a function of k. 

beenn chosen to ensure that also the low-momentum modes are transverse to a high 
degreee of accuracy. 

Wee have averaged nearby momenta as described in section 6.3.2. within 'bins' of size 
2AA = 0.05a- = 0.0175mH. The zero-mode is always in a bin of its own. and will 
bee treated separately in that it will  not be included in any fit to the data. 

6.4.11 Part ic le distr ibutions 

Inn figure 6.3 we show the particle distribution for the Higgs fields. We see that 
thee occupation numbers of the low-momentum modes increases exponentially up to 
tt sa 6 - 8 f f l j . where they start saturating to an n0 of about 100. At this point, the 
high-momentumm modes rapidly become populated, and after t « 20 rnjj1 the system 
evolvess only very slowly, resulting in ann approximately exponential distribution. 
Inn figure 6.4 we show the Coulomb-gauge W-particle numbers for all times. We see 
thee same qualitative behavior as for the Higgs field, with the occupation numbers 
increasingg exponentially up to t ss 6 m ^, where they start saturating to n0 sa 15. 
followedd by a rapid growth in the high-momentum modes ('sudden up-sweep of the 
tail')) and only a slow evolution for t > 20 m^1. The main difference with the Higgs 
casee is that the initial particle numbers are much lower — initially all the energy is 
inn the Higgs fields. In figure 6.5 we show the time evolution of the particle numbers 
riQriQ  of the zero modes. 

Thee exponential growth and subsequent slow evolution can also be seen by plotting 
thee lowest non-zero momentum modes separately as a function of time, as in figure 6.6. 
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0.(11 1 

o.oooi i 

le-06 6 

le-08 8 

Figuree 6.4: Coulomb-gauge W-particle numbers as a function of k. 

1000 -

0.011 r-

Figuree 6.5: Particle numbers of the zero modes as a function of time; H: Higgs; WT: 
transversee W in unitary gauge; WC- transverse W in Coulomb gauge: inset: early 
time. . 
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Figuree 6.6: Coulomb-gauge W-particle numbers for the four lowest momentum modes, 
ass a function of time. 
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Figuree 6.7: Unitary-gauge transverse (left) and longitudinal (right) W-particle num
berss as a function of k. 
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k/mH H 

Figuree 6.8: Particle distributions at the latest time, for all four particle 'species'. 

Figuree 6.7 shows the W-particle distribution in the unitary gauge, with the longitud-
inall  and transverse modes plotted separately. Note that the longitudinal zero mode 
iss not defined. The same qualitative behavior as before can be seen. In this case the 
initiall  particle numbers are much larger and close to those of the Higgs field, which 
iss natural since the Goldstone modes, which are absorbed into the unitary-gauge 
W-fields,, are also populated by the initial conditions (6.6). 

Finally,, in figure 6.8, we show the particle distribution for all four 'species' (Coulomb-
gaugee W, transverse and longitudinal unitary-gauge W, and Higgs) at the latest time, 
tt = 100 mjj1. We see, firstly, that all four have an exponential fall-off at large mo-
menta.. Secondly, for k < 0.7 m# the occupation number remains significantly above 
1,, vindicating our use of the classical approximation. Thirdly, the transverse gauge 
fieldfield modes have almost exactly the same distribution in the unitary gauge as in 
thee Coulomb gauge. The distribution of the longitudinal modes on the other hand 
deviatess somewhat from that of the transverse ones. 

6.4.22 Dispersion relation and effective mass 

Inn figure 6.9 we show the dispersion relation, J1 as a function of k2. for Coulomb-
gaugee W-particles. For t < 20 mj/1 there is no sensible dispersion relation, as can 
bee seen from the data for t = Sm^1; while for t > 30 m~£ it approaches the form 
u)u)22 = me

2j + ck2, with c « 1. The inset shows the dispersion relation for t = 30, 40. 50 
andd 100 mZ1 in a more restricted momentum range. The data are very well described 
byy a straight line, and for t = 40. 50 and 100 mjj1 they are indistinguishable. It is 
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Figuree 6.9: Dispersion relation for W-particles in Coulomb gauge. 

strikingg that the data turn out to be compatible with a straight line all the way up to 
kk22 = 40rn2

H. far into the region where one would expect lattice artifacts to dominate 
andd the classical approximation to break down. 

Inn figure 6.10 we show the dispersion relation in the unitary gauge. In this case, a 
particle-likee behavior takes considerably longer to emerge than in the Coulomb gauge: 
forr the transverse modes the slope is still smaller than 1 (and increasing) at the latest 
time,, t = 100 m^1, while for the longitudinal modes a curvature remains for k2 > m2

H. 
However,, the intercepts (effective mass-squared) are quite compatible. 

Inn figure 6.11 we show the dispersion relation for the Higgs particles, for trnH = 8, 20, 
30,, 40. 100. Here again, we find that the dispersion relation is stable for t > 30m^1 . 
Evidently,, there is still some remnant of the odd-looking dispersion relation u\ sa 
\fi\fi 22 — k2\ during exponential growth at early times, shown in figure 6.2. Standard 
tjj\tjj\  = "'eff + A'2-likc behavior emerges between tmH = 12 and 20. Note also that the 
W-dispersionn relation at trnH = 8 in figures 6.9 and 6.10 shows similar behavior: the 
variouss field modes appear to adjust to each other locally in momentum space. This 
cann also be seen in the particle numbers. Similar 'local momentum space equilibration' 
hass been observed and explained in [155]. 

Wee fit the effective energies to the form cof. = ck2 + m2^. The uncertainty in the 
dispersionn relation is estimated by varying the end-point kmax of the fitting range and 
determiningg the statistical errors by the bootstrap method. In figure 6.12 we show 
thee result of this procedure for the slope of the Higgs dispersion relation. We find 
thatt in order to obtain stable values for c and meff ; we need to include points up to 
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t t 

30 0 
40 0 
50 0 

100 0 

WWc c 

TOTOeeffff C 

0.56(2)) 0.94(2) 
0.64(1)) 0.974(6) 
0.66(1)) 0.970(7) 
0.68(1)) 0.972(7) 

WWT T 

mmeSeS c 
0.59(3)) 0.70(5) 
0.67(1)) 0.69(3) 
0.67(1)) 0.79(1) 
0.69(1)) 0.828(6) 

H H 
TOeffTOeff C 

0.93(2)) 0.91(3) 
0.79(3)) 1.02(2) 
0.84(2)) 1.01(2) 
0.89(2)) 0.98(2) 

Tablee 6.1: Effective masses (in rnH units) and slopes in the dispersion relation. The 
errorss are purely statistical. 

A'' « 2 mH in our fits, while beyond this point the fit values do not change significantly. 
Thiss was the case for all the fits we performed, and we have thus chosen fcmax = 2 mH 

whenn quoting the fit parameters and statistical errors in table 6.1. For the gauge 
fields,fields, the intercepts (effective masses) in the two gauges are compatible, yielding 
aa value meg « 0.68ra#, close to the zero-temperature value 0.71 ran- However, 
thee slope, which in the Coulomb gauge is very close to 1. is considerably lower in the 
unitaryy gauge, although it appears to approach 1 with increasing time. Quasi-particle 
behaviorr appears to take longer to emerge in this gauge. For the Higgs field, we find 
ann effective mass « 0.88 mH at t = W0 rnjj1. which is significantly smaller than the 
zero-temperaturee Higgs mass, although it appears to be increasing with time. The 
slopee is found to be consistent with 1 from t = 40 m7/ onwards. The effective Higgs 
masss appears to be increasing with time, which may be expected from the fact that 
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i>2
fff = {(p^Q) (averaged over an oscillation period) is still slowly increasing {figure 1). 

Onee would expect a component veff/v ~ 0.87 in both effective Higgs and W mass 
ratios,, but the effective W mass somehow seems to have settled from t = 40 mH ' 
onwards. . 

Finallyy we turn to the longitudinal dispersion relation cuf:. In plotting the data in 
figuree 6.10 (right) we used rnw instead of m f̂f in eq. (6.17), and we now consider 
thiss point. Let u)'k be the frequency defined by (6.17) with m f̂f —+ mw Then 
uLuL — {m^/m^)uj'k and m f̂f = (m2

v /W) . where m' = LO'0. The data for u'k
2 with 

kk22/m/m22
HH < 1 in figure 6.10 (right, tinn = 100) can be fitted well by a straight line 

withh slope very close to 1, and effective mass m'2 ~ 0.49 m2
H as m2^.. It follows that 

mekk ~ m w t o a S00(l approximation. 
Thee different slopes in the dispersion relations may be interpretable by simple para-
meterr changes in an effective quasi-particle lagrangian, but we shall not follow up on 
thiss here. 

6.4.33 Approximate thermalization, temperature and chemical 
potential l 

Wee will model the particle distribution with a Bose-Einstein (BE) distribution, 

Itt may seem strange to use the BE form instead of the classical nk — T/(iok — /-0-
butt this form would not be able to describe the roughly exponential tail of the nk 

data.. We use the BE form simply as a distribution to compare the data with, in 
orderr to extract effective temperatures and chemical potentials. The BE form may 
bee re-expressed as 

BBkk = In (l + - ) = ^ ^ (6-30) 
VV  rik / 1 

Iff  we have a Bose-Einstein distribution, Bk is a linear function of u^k- and in a plot of 
BB vs u;, the inverse temperature can be read off as the slope. We will therefore refer 
too such plots as "inverse-temperature plots". 

Wee will use two methods to determine effective temperatures and chemical potentials. 
Thee first (method 1) is to perform a straight-line fit to (6.30). using the data for nk 

andd cük- The second (method 2) is to take Luk from the dispersion relation, using the 
fittedd values for c and meff determined in the previous section. We then fit nk directly 
ass a function of u)k to the Bose-Einstein distribution (6.29). 

Inn figure 6.13 we show B as a function of UJ for Coulomb-gauge W particles, for 
rr = 20. 30. 40. 50.100 m^1. For uk < 2.5 - 3mH the data are compatible with a Bose 
Einsteinn distribution, with a rather large chemical potential. At higher energies, 
ass shown by the inset, there is some curvature around u .̂ = 4. In this region the 
particlee numbers are very small and it is clearly way beyond the range of validity for 
thee classical approximation. It is nevertheless interesting to see that the qualitative 
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Figuree 6.13: Inverse-temperature plot for W particles in Coulomb gauge. 

behaviorr of the distribution is unchanged as we go from the infrared to the ultraviolet. 
Wee also see that the distribution changes only very slightly with time, with the 
effectivee temperature slowly increasing. The same qualitative picture is found also in 
thee unitary gauge. 

Figuree 6.14 shows B as a function of u> for the Higgs fields at the latest time. The 
statisticall  errors in u> are larger here than for the W fields. A fit  to a straight line 
throughh the lowest modes - those where n*, > 1 deviates from the data at higher 
u>,u>, and. as seen in the inset, there is a curvature in the region ŵ  = 2.5 — 4. 

Figuree 6.15 shows the fitted temperature T from the straight-line fits, as a function of 
thee end-point u>max of the fitting range. We have chosen ojmax = 2.1. which is below 
thee region where Bk shows curvature in the inserts in figures 6.13 and 6.14. 

Thee fit values are given in table 6.2. Since they were obtained with method 1, we 
havee added the subscript 1 to T\ and / / j . The effective temperature T\ in the unitary 
gaugee turns out to be somewhat lower than in the Coulomb gauge: 0.31 compared 
too 0.35 TIIH at the latest time. This can be put down to the slope of the dispersion 
relationn being lower, resulting in a smaller effective energy for the same mode. The 
chemicall  potentials are consistent between Coulomb and unitary gauge, giving a value 
/.// ~ 0.78 m-H- This is higher than the effective mass w 0.68 m -̂ in table 6.1, which 
iss of course nonsensical, since it would lead to a pole in n  ̂ for very small k. The 
effectivee temperature for the Higgs is similar to that of the W fields, although slightly 
lowerr « 0.28 m//. The chemical potential for the Higgs comes out to be « 0.95 m#, 
againn higher than the effective mass « 0.88 mg in table 6.1. 
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T\T\ /il 
0.320(8)) 0.717(12) 
0.319(3)) 0.772(8) 
0.323(4)) 0.786(9) 
0.345(6)) 0.786(9) 

WWT T 

T\T\ iii 
0.24(4)) 0.73(4) 
0.268(8)) 0.742(9) 
0.298(3)) 0.758(8) 
0.309(4)) 0.781(7) 

H H 

T\T\ Mi 
0.23(2)) 1.07(3) 
0.28(3)) 0.94(3) 
0.27(2)) 0.97(3) 
0.28(2)) 0.95(3) 

Tablee 6.2: Effective temperatures and chemical potentials, from fits to 0 < to < 
2.1rriH-2.1rriH- The quoted errors are a combination of the statistical errors and systematic 
errorss obtained by varying the fit range with a;max between 1.6 and 2.6mjy. 
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T-iT-i fl2 

0.50(1)) 0.62(1) 
0.420(7)) 0.698(11) 
0.427(7)) 0.721(9) 
0.424(6)) 0.735(9) 

WWT T 

TT22 fi2 

0.33(3)) 0.64(2) 
0.31(1)) 0.713(10) 
0.335(7)) 0.719(10) 
0.370(5)) 0.733(9) 

H H 

Ï 22 H2 

0.45(2)) 0.97(2) 
0.58(6)) 0.83(3) 
0.46(2)) 0.88(2) 
0.38(1)) 0.90(2) 

Tablee 6.3: Effective temperatures and chemical potentials, from fits to the lowest 5 
non-zeroo modes (method 2). 
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Figuree 6.17: Higgs and W-particle numbers at t = 100 m ^ 1 as a function of the 
effectivee energy w taken from the fitted dispersion relation. Also shown is the Bose-
Einsteinn distribution (6.29) with parameters from table 6.3. The zero-modes are 
outsidee the boundaries of the plot (they are given by (0.68,45(2)) for VFc, (0.69,52(2)) 
forr WT and (0.89.12(2)) for H). 

Figuree 6.16 shows the Coulomb-gauge W-particle number as a function of the effect
ivee energy u>, together with the best inverse-temperature fit to the five lowest-lying 
modes.. These da ta do not appear to be particularly well described by a Bose-Einstein 
distribution,, largely due to what appears to be a somewhat erratic behavior of the 
effectivee energy u>k- Replacing uik with values taken from the fits in table 6.1, we 
obtainn a much smoother da ta plot, as shown in figure 6.17. We fit the 5 lowest-lying 
modess (for which n^ > 0.5) of these da ta to a Bose-Einstein distribution (method 
2)) and give the results in table 6.3. The fit describes the displayed da ta well in the 
importantt region where the classical approximation is supposed to be valid. 

Againn we find tha t the effective temperature for the W particles in the unitary gauge 
iss lower than in Coulomb gauge, due to the lower slope of the dispersion relation. On 
thee other hand, the effective Higgs-temperature is falling from t = 40 m^}1 onwards 
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andd the unitary-gauge W-temperature is rising. A conversion of energy in the Higgs 
too the W may still be going on at the latest time, which is also suggested by the 
behaviorr of the zero modes in figure 6.5. 

Thee chemical potentials both for the Higgs and W particles are lower than those 
obtainedd using method 1. reflecting the fact that modes with small u; have a larger 
weight.. For the Higgs. //2 is compatible with the effective1 mass, but for the W it is 
stilll  larger. Note that the zero-modes have not been included in any of the fits. It 
turnss out that they have occupation numbers much lower than would be 'predicted" 
byy any Bose-Einstein distr ibut ion that would simultaneously fit the other "classical' 
modes. . 

Thiss is another indication (in addition to chemical potentials larger than effective 
masses)) that the BE fit wil l overestimate1 the true distr ibution for momenta below 
ourr lowest finite-volume momentum A"min = 2TT/L = 0.30 m ^. The flattening of the 
distr ibut ionn in figure 6.2 as k —> 0 appears to be very resilient. 

6.55 Conclusions 

Wee have obtained Higgs- and W-particle distributions and energies after a quenched 
electt roweak transit ion, when the system is still out of equilibrium, for the case mH = 
\/2'mw.\/2'mw. The particle distr ibutions could be obtained from early times t — 1/WH on-
wards.. On the other hand, the effective energies (frequencies) suffered much more from 
fluctuationss and they appeared to get conventional forms only after r > 20 m^ . Much 
moree statist ics would be required to go determine them with reasonable accuracy at 
earlierr times (where they retain the memory of the instabil ity). The Coulomb-gauge 
\YY distr ibution appears to be smoother than the corresponding transverse distribution 
inn the uni tary gauge, but the two approach each other and by the t ime 1 0 0 m^ they 
arcc practically indistinguishable. At this stage the gauge dependence has practically 
disappeared:: also the longitudinal W modes have settled to nearly the same distribu-
tion.. We have carried out a few simulations up to times 500 mj/. which showed that 
thee distr ibutions change very slowly after t ime 100// /̂  . 

Thee maximum value of the Higgs-partiele number turned out to be smaller than the 
analyticall  est imate in (6.28). by a factor of 2. This mismatch is evidently due to 
thee fact that with the "Just a half" initial conditions, the interactions (including the 
Coulombb interaction generated by the Gauss constraint) are turned on straight away 
fromm t ime zero onwards, and that the driving powTer of the instabil ity is damped by 
sharingg energy with the gauge field. At low momenta the particle numbers are still 
largee even at t — 100 mj/ and there is no reason to doubt the1 classical approxima-
tionn for these modes. In contrast, the high-momentum modes are still exponentially 
suppressedd at this t ime and there is no sign yet of classical equipart i t ion (njt 'x 1/Ar 
forr large k) in our simulation. Hence, lattice artifacts are expected to be small in the 
low-momentumm part of the distributions. 

Al thoughh we know of no good reason to expect a Bose Einstein distr ibution, this 
formm fitted the da ta quite well in the important (low momentum) region (figure 6.17). 
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Thee same is true at intermediate momenta, where the particle numbers are much 
smallerr than one. albeit with slightly different temperature and chemical potential. 
Thiss is fortunate, since it allows for a familiar interpretation of the results. The final 
temperaturess of the Higgs and W degrees of freedom turned out to be reasonably 
closee at time 100 m^1, which indicates that the system is near kinetic equilibrium. In 
contrast,, the rather large chemical potentials show that it is still far from chemical 
equilibrium.. For very low momenta (lower than our finite-volume simulation was able 
too deal with) the BE fit has to break down because the chemical potentials are slightly 
largerr than the effective masses. 

Thee temperature in the gauge fields at time 100 mj/ is relatively low. 0.44 m#, which 
suggestt that sphaleron transitions are highly suppressed. However, such a conclusion 
cannott be drawn from the temperature alone. The large chemical potentials corres-
pondd to the fact that there is still quite some power in the low momentum modes, and 
sphaleronn transitions might still be non-negligible over a long time span. However, in 
thee full Standard Model the Higgs and W particles will have decayed in a few hundred 
mjjmjj and we do not see a problem with the baryogenesis scenario. 

6.66 Appendix 

Free-fieldd correlators in Higgs and Coulomb gauge 

Wee derive here the free-field correlators used for guidance in the definition of the 
distributionn functions in the unitary gauge and the Coulomb gauge. 

Inn the unitary gauge, expanding around the ground-state configuration h = v. A  ̂ — 0. 
andd keeping only terms up to second order in the fields, leads to the effective free-field 
lagrangian n 

-d-d00hdhdaahh - -d„hdnh - -m2
H(h - vf -I -I Lf™,, = / drx 

22 "  "  2 "  "  2 

_ii  jpa p a _ _ pa TTVX 2 /1a i l " i „ , 2 /\a /\a 

TT 2 ° " On ^rmiirmn 9 W n n 9 W (6.3i; ; 

wheree we rescaled A —> gA and the nonlinear terms in F v̂ should be dropped. To 
simplifyy the notation we suppress the common time label t in the following. 

Thee canonical conjugate of the Higgs field is ^ ( x ) = SL/Sdoh(-x) = Ö0/ Ï(X) . Let u>k 
andd rik be defined in terms of the equal-time correlators, assuming (spatial) translation 
andd rotation invariance, by 

(h(k)h(-k))(h(k)h(-k))((.. = (nk + l/2)/u;k. (6.32) 

(7T(7Thh{k)7T{k)7Thh(-k))(-k))rr = (nk + l /2)^ f c . (6.33) 

Sincee n  ̂ — d^h. the quantity u;k has the interpretation of a local (in time) frequency. 
Thee meaning of the quantity nk is elucidated by introducing the annihilation operators 

6(k)) = - 7 ^= M M k ) - r<4.o) + mh{k)} . (6.34) 
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whichh satisfy the usual commutation relations with the creation operators 6T(k). 
Then,, using the canonical commutation relations we get 

(& +(k)6(k)>> = rik+^(nh(k)h(-k)--h(-k)h(k))c 

==  nk. (6.35) 

wheree the last step follows from rotation invariance. So. nk is the expectation value 
off  the number operator 6^(k)fr(k). 

Forr the gauge field the free-field effective action of is just the sum of three actions 
thatt are identical in form: one for each value of the isospin index a. For simplicity 
wee suppress the index a and also the index \V on m i r . The canonical momenta 
off  the gauge fields are given by If0 — SL/ÖOQAO = 0. II,, = SL/SdoAtl = F0u = 
(doA(doAnn -dnA0) = —En. The field .40 is not an independent variable, but it follows 
fromm the time component of the field equation dtiF

f,u-m2Al/ = 0. i.e. A0 — dnIl n/in
2. 

Thiss can be used to express II n in terms of doAri. 

UUHnHn-^-\u-^-\unn̂ doA^doAmm.. (6.36) 

Inn Fourier space. 

UnnUnn + ^ ) nn(k ) = doAm(k). n„,(k) = (<Smn - ^ f ^ ) doAJk) (6.37) 

Thee annihilation operators can be defined by analogy to the scalar case. 

aann (k) =  [^kAn (k) + idoAn (k)] . (6.38) 

andd in this case the canonical commutation relations imply 

[f l m(k).4(k')]]  = (smn +
 k-^~\ 6w. (6.39) 

Inn terms of spin-polarization vectors e^(k. A). A = 1.2.3. satisfying1 

e r i ( k . A ) ^ m M - ^ ^ V „ ( k . A ' )) = 5xy. (6.40) 

^ c m ( k . A K ( k . A )) = ( ^ + ^ F ) - (6-41) 

11 These are the usual orthonormality and completeness relations of a massive vector field with mass 
m.. A realization is given by en (k, A) — unit vector perpendicular to k, A = 1. 2, e„ fk. 3) — k^^^/km. 
Thee vectors can be completed with a time component e°(k. A) = 0. A = 1.2, e°(k.3) = k/rn. such 
thatt they satisfy the standard relations e^(k, A)*e'J(k. A') = 6XX>. Y.\ e" ( k - A ^ f k . A) = rfu + 
k^h"lmk^h"lm22 and k^{k,X) = 0. 
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thee usual annihilation operators for a specific spin state are given by 

a(k.A)) = C ( k : A ) ^ m n - ^ ^ ) a n ( k ) . (6.42) 

a„(k)) = £a(k ,A )e „ (k ,A ). (6.43) 
A A 

withh standard normalization 

[a(k,A).at(k ,.A')]= <5k.k^AV .. (6-44) 

Inn a translation- and rotation-invariant state with 

(a^k.. A)a{k, A)) = n*. independent of A, (6.45) 

andd (am(k )an( -k ) + a j^ -k ja i fk )) = 0, we have 

{A{Amm(k)A(k)Ann(-k))(-k)) = ( ^ m n + * ^ W + i/2) —; (6.46) 

(Em(k)nn(-k))) = ^ m n _ J ^ ^ ( n f c + l/2)Wfc, (6.47) 

withh cjfc = \Jk2 + rn2\ recall m = ni\y in this derivation. 

Conversely,, in a more general setting we can follow the same route as for the Higgs 
case,, define nk and ujk by (6.46.6.47) and then derive (6.45). which justifies the inter-
pretationn in terms of particle numbers. Evidently, using rotation invariance makes it 
possiblee to avoid having to make the assumption that (am(k)a„.(—kj + a^f—k)ajj(k)) 
vanishes. . 

Nextt we consider the Coulomb gauge dnA
(^ = 0. For this case the free lagrangian is 

givenn by 

'freee I (1 X 
J .3 . . -- dohDoh+ -do^padoya 

-- -dnhdnh - -dnipadntpa - -m2
H{h2 - v2) 

++  l-dnAldnA
a
Q + l-m2

wAa
QA« - mwAld^a 

++  ^doA'doAZ - l-DmAa
ndTnAl - \m2

wAa
nA

a
n (6.48) ) 

wheree we used dnA„  — 0 and the parametrization (6.7) of the Higgs field, ^4 = h. 
Thee canonical momentum of A% is u£ = F0

ü
n = do A* - dnA% = -Ea

n. Again the A% 
aree not independent degrees of freedom but given by the constraint equation 

dj\dj\aa
nn + m2

wAa
Q - mWTTa = 0, (6.49) 
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wheree 7Ta = d0^a and dnIl°  = -dnd„A%. So the ira mix with the longitudinal com-
ponentss IT£L = -dnA%. The â degrees of freedom play the role of the longitudinal 
componentss of the W field, and they can be shown to have a mass mw  We shall 
nott give further details as we study those components numerically only in the unitary 
gaugee where they are included in the gauge field. 

Thee canonical commutation relations of transverse components of the gauge field have 
thee usual form familiar from Coulomb-gauge electrodynamics: IT,'7 = d()Aa

n. 

K,(k) .. nf(-k ' )] = 6nb (ömn - ^ \ 4k'. (0.50) 

andd the equal-time commutator of A  ̂ with U^L equals zero. In an isospin-symmetric. 
translation-- and rotation-invariant state we can now define nk and ^k by 

(A<;(A<; nn(k)A(k)Abb
nn(-k)} (-k)} 

(n;j,;r(k)nf(-k)} } 

wheree the frequencies ujk = y/m\v + k'2 in the free case. With the usual transverse 
polarizationn vectors en(k. A), A = 1.2, and annihilation operators 

a(k.. A) = v*n  (u;kA« + i<hAa
n). (C.53) 

VV  t-'^k 

itit  follows that the nk have the particle number interpretation 

<a+(k.A)a(k.A))) = nk. (6.54) 

—— Snh  I (5,„ » — 
ktnk>,ktnk>, \ nk+ 1/2 

k k 

" 'T / JJ  " ' 

^k ^k 

==  Kb Ömn -pr~ (nk + V 2) ^A-

(G.5i; ; 

(6.52: : 
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